Don't Hit My Buddy, Buddy!

Bait Lure's Communists Over Border

A 3-day rule has been established by the Department of Justice for the purpose of arresting any person who may be suspected of being a Communist. The rule states that any person who has been arrested under this rule shall be held in custody for a period of 3 days, after which time he shall be released unless further action is taken by the authorities.
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Insuranc Officer Ralph Guess Dies

Just in time for Mother's Day! NEW POLAROID COLORPACK II

The Intimate Enemy—Part X

It Really Pays To Fight Fairly

Mrs. Craven Rites Today In Edmond

Dolphins Hit Of Show

Treasurer Feud Loses No Fire

Morris To Speak At JC Meeting
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Journal Entries...

'Dames' Set Noon Luncheon

After Trip To Dallas...

Wilkinson To Live In City Area

Pending Nuptials

Bridal Party To Fete Miss Block

Social Notes

Caribbean Fashion Show

May 1st

The Oklahoma Journal

in the Grand Ballroom

Social Security Game

Police Department Head Quarters

Charles S. Norris

Sharon High School

New Location

Menswear

TV Lounges

New! Great!

DENNIS MATTRESSES

Factory Matched Sets

Quality Queen Size

Twin 3/4 Regular

3-Pc. Black Vinyl

DINETTE

Simmons

O'Day's

ZINE FURNITURE

SOUTH NORTH

NEW MODERN PRACTICAL

Now... with zip-fronts!

LONG TAIL SHIRTS

IN SIZES

30 TO 38, 40 TO 44

2 for $3

BUY 4, SAVE 2!

SOUTH NORTH

2415 S. MAIN

Oklahoma City, Okla. 73110
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Negroes Retard, Emphasize Gains

Nixon 'Pace' Draws Attack

Korean Reds Promise 'Eye For Eye' Policy

NO PAYMENT TIL JUNE

GREATEST VALUES EVER
1969 ZENITH handcrafted TABLE MODEL COLOR TV

YOUR CHOICE
Zenith Handcrafted Color Table TV
6 in rectangular screen sizes

Exciting Zenith 14" Portable
Only $299.95
ONE COMBINED PRICE FOR ZENITH TABLE COLOR TV

Philco Color TV passes The Face Test. Give it The Price Test during Philco Value Days.

VITAL STATISTICS

Some Clockwatcher!
'PT' Stars Hit Homers When They Counted

Shawnee, Star Romp To Titles

Stottlemyre Cops No. 5

Don't Buy TIRES... Until You See the New '72 SERIES WIDE TRACK BEAR

Military Ceremonies Held At Tinker AFB

'True' Westerns Get Applause

Borum, 3 Colonels Honored

Hall Salutes Best Of West

Nigh Presents Pitch
INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE! ...LAST 5 DAYS!!

NOW WE'RE DOWN TO THE WIRE... AND WE'RE SLASHING OUR ENTIRE STOCK* OF FINE HOME FURNISHINGS FOR FIVE DAYS ONLY... STARTING TODAY!

The actual reason for this sale is taxes... OUR TAXES! You see, we must pay taxes (and, lady do we pay taxes!) on all the merchandise on our books. So we say... why let Uncle Sam have all of the fun? IT DOESN'T REALLY COST ANY MORE TO LET YOU SHARE IN THE FUN... AND THE SAVINGS! And we figure you can stand some savings on fine furniture since you've just gone through the tax bit yourself!

By now you've probably figured out that IRS is a short version for Internal Revenue service AND Evans Inventory Reduction Sale. So, don't wait any longer to Evans and collect on some of the biggest savings since the Indians sold Manhattan! Look... for the biggest selection of quality brand name home furnishings in the southwest, all at IRS (ferrisible savings).

10% to 30% Off on Every Display Sample Sofa, Chair, Bedroom, Dinette, Dining-Room, Carpet or Bedding Appliances, T.V. or Stereo!

*Some fair trade items excepted!

EVANS Home Furnishings

800 SOUTH WESTERN • CE 2-2461 OPEN WEEKDAYS 9 TO 9 • SUNDAYS 1 TO 7 CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING
VACATION CAMPING & TRAVEL GUIDE
Plastic Worm Really Bugs Hungry Fish

"A great find for every fisherman," says Bob Robey, owner of Robey's Tackle and Bait Shop in Oklahoma City, OK.

The worm offers an effective lure for bass, catfish, and walleye. According to Robey, it is made from real fish and is odorless, making it irresistible to fish. It is available in different sizes and colors, allowing for customization based on the specific fish species.

Robey advises anglers to use the plastic worm in combination with natural baits such as live baits or natural fish. This combination increases the chances of catching fish and provides a more realistic presentation to the fish.

The plastic worm is easy to use and can be casted from a bobber or fished deep, depending on the fishing conditions. Robey recommends experimenting with different techniques to find the best approach for each situation.

Overall, the plastic worm by Bob Robey's Tackle and Bait Shop is a valuable addition to any angler's tackle box, offering a reliable and effective way to catch fish when natural baits might not work.

KOA Offers Camp Space

"While the season is under sail, KOA offers camp space," says the advertisement.

KOA, known for its camping resorts, highlights its available campsites, which are perfect for those looking to spend a night or longer during their boating trip. KOA offers various amenities, ensuring a comfortable camping experience.

For more information about KOA's camp spaces, interested individuals can visit their website or contact their nearest KOA location. KOA sets the standard for the camping industry, providing a unique and enjoyable experience for outdoor enthusiasts.

Making Waves

"Making Waves" is a playful title that sets the tone for the following content. This section likely features various boat-related activities, tips, and stories from boaters. It could include information on boating safety,boating tips, stories from boaters, or insights into the world of boating.

KOA Offers Camp Space

"KOA Offers Camp Space. KOA offers camp space. Camp space is available for all who want to enjoy the great outdoors," states the advertisement.

This advertisement promotes the availability of camp sites at KOA locations, appealing to those looking for a temporary place to stay while on a boating trip. KOA offers a range of amenities and services to ensure a comfortable camping experience, catering to the needs of boaters and outdoor enthusiasts alike.

Inflatable Boat

"Inflatable boats, long a favorite in Europe, are gaining popularity in the United States. The model can be used by several people and is available for less than $150."

With its轻便性和灵活性，inflatable boats, long a favorite in Europe, are increasingly popular in the United States. These boats are suitable for various activities, from fishing to leisurely rides on the water. They offer a cost-effective option, making them accessible to a wider audience.

Scooter Great For Kids

"Scooter, great for kids! With an price tag under $50, this scooter is perfect for children to enjoy riding around and exploring the outdoors."

The scooter is a great addition to a child's collection of outdoor toys. It offers an affordable option, allowing children to engage in physical activity and develop their sense of balance and coordination. The scooter's lightweight design makes it easy for children to ride and maneuver, ensuring a fun and safe experience.

Continental Trailways

"Continental Trailways offers escorted tours for travel enthusiasts. Your travel adventure awaits!"

Continental Trailways provides escorted tours for travelers interested in exploring America. These tours offer guided experiences, ensuring a memorable and informative journey. For more information or to book a trip, interested parties can contact Continental Trailways directly.

Visit Mid-America’s Favorite Resort Lodge

"Visit Mid-America’s Favorite Resort Lodge! Get ready for an unforgettable stay at this breathtaking destination."

Mid-America’s Favorite Resort Lodge offers a unique and memorable experience for visitors. It features stunning views, luxurious accommodations, and a range of activities to suit all preferences. Whether it's exploring nature, indulging in spa treatments, or enjoying delicious cuisine, this resort lodge has something for everyone.
N.W. Oklahoma Tour Set

Three of Oklahoma's most unusual attractions will be showing their attractions on a three-day tour of Northern Okla-
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Hunting Boat

This flying hunting boat is of unique hull design for

Recreation Package

is Boon For Campers

Here are the latest news for campers. The Okla-

The backyard of Every Boy and Girl. On a

Changes in wind direction and velocity can be antic-

As it is very quiet and there

How to See What's Ahead

A sailboat trip may seem like

See Worthy

A sailboat trip may seem like

fly...with

A sailboat trip may seem like

Here Are Some Tips

When a sailboat trip may seem like

EXCLUSIVELY

SAIL BOATS

AL Sizes - NEW - USED

WE TRADE

OKLAHOMA YACHT SALES

1229 N.W. 26

J4 A-5813

OKLAHOMA CITY

PATTERSON YACHT

MANUFACTURING CO.

943-9565

in Oklahoma City

Eddlethorpe Motors, Inc.

1391 North Broadway

232-3521

in Oklahoma City

Coppock-Winfred Volkswagen, Inc.

500 W. N. 29th E. Expressway 943-8661

in Norman

Scovil Motors, Inc.

West Main or 29th Ave.

229-1097
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Buffalo Hunting—With Camera

Photography with wild life as a background or hobby can be most rewarding. It can take much patience and time before the desired shot is obtained. Seems every time I go out to get a shot of a wild buffalo, they all either run off to get away from me, or they get bored of me and stand still for a few minutes before walking off.

Photography in the wild is not the kind of photography that we get in the studio. Many times the wildlife photographer has to wait hours or days for the perfect shot. When the weather is not cooperating, it can be even more difficult. But the wait is worth it when you finally get that shot you've been waiting for.

In conclusion, photography with wild life as a background or hobby can be most rewarding. It takes time and patience, but the results are well worth it. So if you're interested in trying your hand at this type of photography, be prepared to wait and see what the wildlife has in store for you.
Cherokee Tour Plan Succeeds

A tour package designed by the Cherokee Historical Society for groups of all ages to visit the museum has been enthusiastically received by schedules-makers throughout the state and the country.

The package consists of a variety of programs designed to meet the needs of the visitors. A three-hour tour of the museum includes guided tours of the exhibits, which feature the history of the Cherokee people from prehistoric times to the present. The tour also includes a visit to the Cherokee National Museum, where visitors can see authentic Cherokee artifacts and learn about the culture and history of the tribe.

The tour is led by staff members who are knowledgeable about the history of the Cherokee people. The tour also includes a visit to the Cherokee Nation, where visitors can see the modern-day Nation and learn about its role in the community.

The Cherokee Tour Plan has been successful in attracting visitors from all over the country. The tour has been particularly popular with groups of school children, who are able to learn about the history of the Cherokee people in an interactive and engaging way.

The Cherokee Historical Society is continuing to develop new programs and tours to meet the needs of visitors. The society is always looking for new ways to share the rich history of the Cherokee people with the world.

For more information about the Cherokee Tour Plan, please visit the Cherokee Historical Society website or call 1-800-CHEROKEE.

---

GRAND OPENING
DIVING DOCK & MARINA

Now Open

BY APPOINTMENT

BY APPOINTMENT

EASY CREDIT

100% Financing Available — Your car or truck may make the down payment — Bank Terms.

1961 CHEVROLET 5 TON $1188
1965 CHEVROLET 7/10 TON $1688
1967 CHEVROLET 2 1/2 TON $1888
1968 CHEVROLET 2 1/2 TON $1888

Highest TRADE-IN Allowances

DISTANCE IS NO PROBLEM! WE WILL DELIVER ANYWHERE IN OKLA.
ALWAYS 100 TRUCKS TO CHOOSE FROM!

SELTZER TRUCK CENTER

CHEVROLET - IN YUKON
1515 E. MAIN - 465-4541
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9-9 PM

WE SELL FAMILIES FUN!
Scout-Short-Travel Trailers

THURSDAY 7-11 P.M.

Regular $1.99 EACH
2 Pair for $3.00

CHARGE IT WITH YOUR LIBERTY RANECAMBRIDGE.
24 CONVENIENT OKLA. CITY AREA STORES TO SERVE YOU!
Vacation and Travel

3-Piece Boys Camping Combination.

14.97
INCLUDES:
• TENT
• TWO SLEEPING BAGS

Jr. Umbrella Tent
A big roomy play tent will keep the kids outside all day.

9.97

Coleman Camp Stove
Features two double burner ranges. 36" L x 18" W x 24" H. 24.5 lbs. Heat 10,000 B.T.U. per hour each burner. Made of solid cast aluminum, wrought iron with cast iron grate. Includes gas regulator, piezo safety ignition and regulator. 300.000 B.T.U. output.

12.95

Coleman Lantern
• Lightweight, compact, single-flame
• Porcelain reflector
• Bakelite, porcelain finish
• Heat-resistant, resilient globe

9.97

Coleman Snow-Lite Cooler
• Portable cooler
• Capacity: 20 qt. Insulated with market proven, heavy-duty, thick foam rubber
• Impact resistant polyethylene shell

12.97

1 Man Inflatable Rubberized Boat

12.77

Perfect for young "back yard" camper.
Willow Green "Colonial" sheeting.
Complete with ropes, stakes and aluminum poles.
Individually packed. Two sleeping bags filled with 2 lbs of thermostatic fiber, top cotton twill, bottom waterproof vinyl, zipper. Quality nylon, zipper. 33 inch runabout, cut size: 36" x 72"
Skin Diving, Flying Don't Go Together!

On the surface, one might not have been aware of the connection between skin diving and flying. However, there are instances where these two activities do intersect, and understanding that can prevent certain mishaps.

Skin diving, or SCUBA diving, is a popular water sport that involves breathing underwater with the aid of a self-contained underwater breathing apparatus (SCUBA). Flying, on the other hand, involves the operation of aircraft to traverse the air. Both activities require training, skills, and knowledge for safe execution.

However, there are certain precautions that need to be taken when engaging in these two activities simultaneously. One must ensure that the equipment used for skin diving is compatible with the flight environment and that the diver is trained in both disciplines.

This intersection of activities highlights the importance of cross-disciplinary knowledge and training. It also underscores the need for stringent safety protocols to prevent accidents.

In conclusion, while skin diving and flying are two separate activities, understanding their interrelation is crucial for ensuring safety. Both divers and pilots should be aware of the potential risks and take necessary precautions to avoid any mishaps.
Keystone Great For Weekend Or Life

Water enthusiasts head for the boats at Keystone Lake.

'Blazer' Enters Sports-Utility Market

Chevrolet this month entered the sports-utility vehicle market with the new 'Blazer.' The Blazer is designed to provide a comfortable ride and handling for a wide range of drivers, from city commuters to off-road enthusiasts.

To meet the needs of a variety of sports-utility vehicle buyers, the Blazer is available in two models: the Blazer and the Blazer LT. The Blazer is a more rugged, off-road oriented model, while the Blazer LT offers a more refined, on-road experience.

The Blazer is equipped with a 4.3-liter V6 engine, providing ample power for both on-road and off-road driving. The Blazer LT comes with a more powerful 5.7-liter V8 engine, offering enhanced performance for those looking for a more sporty driving experience.

Both models feature a durable frame and suspension system, designed to handle the rigors of off-road driving. The Blazer LT is further enhanced with features such as a panoramic moonroof, leather upholstery, and advanced infotainment systems, making it a comfortable choice for daily commuting.

In addition to its powerful engine and off-road capabilities, the Blazer also offers a host of advanced safety features, including automatic emergency braking, lane departure warning, and rear cross-traffic alert, ensuring safety for all drivers.

The Blazer is priced to compete in the sports-utility vehicle market, offering a versatile and capable vehicle for a wide range of drivers. Whether you're seeking a comfortable on-road ride or an adventurous off-road experience, the Blazer has something to offer you.
No News Good To Transplanted Elk

How are the transplanted elk doing? It has been almost a year since the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation released 150 elk on 20,000 acres of private land in the northwestern part of the state. The elk have been doing well, according to the Department.

A couple of months ago, the Department received a report from a landowner who had observed the elk herd. The landowner said the elk seemed to be thriving and that the herd was expanding.

The Department has been monitoring the elk population since the release. They have been collecting data on the elk's movements, behavior, and health. The data has been used to help determine the success of the translocation.

So far, the transplanted elk are doing well. The Department continues to monitor the herd and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future.

Enjoy Life!

Oklahoma is beautiful in so many ways. From the rolling hills and towering mountains to the crystal clear lakes and sparkling streams, our state is a paradise for outdoor enthusiasts.

Whether you enjoy hiking, fishing, or simply taking a leisurely drive through the countryside, Oklahoma has something for everyone. And with the warm weather and pleasant climate, it's the perfect time to get outside and enjoy all that nature has to offer.

So why not plan a trip to Oklahoma today? You won't be disappointed. From the scenic beauty of our state parks to the friendly people of Oklahoma, we promise you'll have a wonderful time.

El Dorado 69

Dodge MidWest INC. is Oklahoma City’s only AUTHORIZED EL DORADO DEALER! HERE AT DODGE MIDWEST INC. We have the new 2023 El Dorado model you're looking for. Visit us today and see the difference for yourself. Call us at (405) 733-6969.
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El Dorado 69 Dodge MidWest INC. is Oklahoma City’s only AUTHORIZED EL DORADO DEALER! HERE AT DODGE MIDWEST INC. We have the new 2023 El Dorado model you're looking for. Visit us today and see the difference for yourself. Call us at (405) 733-6969.
'Open Road' Holds Appeal To Campers

Oklahoma's largest campground manufacturer, Burkhardt Travel House, is also the exclusive dealer of America's largest manufacturer of campers and campers, the 'Open Road' brand.

The two companies have been around since the early 1950s, and their service and maintenance teams are in constant contact. The Open Road campers have won awards for their design and craftsmanship, and Burkhardt's customer service is second to none.

"You can't beat our prices," says Burkhardt. "Find your next home and all the comforts and conveniences that are included in one of our beautiful homes that will last you a lifetime."

The Open Road has won awards for its design and craftsmanship, and Burkhardt's customer service is second to none.

Two Navy Veterans Run Eufaula Marina

Two Navy veterans, James Miller and Bill Butler, have opened Eufaula Marina at the heart of the U.S. 69/271 Highway System. They have invested in a large boat marina with a full-service facility.

The marina is located on the Tennessee River, and the veterans are looking forward to providing quality service to mariners.

"We're here to provide quality service to mariners," said Miller. "We've invested in a large boat marina with a full-service facility and we're looking forward to providing quality service to mariners."
Let Us Help You Make
The Move To Beautiful
Lake Eufaula

On call round-the-clock
to Lake Eufaula
homes and businesses!

OKLAHOMA CITY

Your Rural Electric Cooperatives are pleased to serve all your needs in the Lake Eufaula Area. These modern RECs offer these special Mean for Springs:

- Rural electric cooperatives offer the advantage of lower rates for electricity.
- Reliable service, run as cooperatives, to serve your needs.

Call the Power Line service number for your area.

CANADIAN VALLEY

EIC East Central Oklahoma
ELECTRIC CO-OPERATIVE INC.

COOKSON HILLS
Electric Cooperatives

KIAMICHI
 ELECTRIC CO-OPERATIVE

Write for Free Lake Eufaula Developments Directory

Enid City Communications: A Rural Electric Cooperative service. Reliable, low-cost Electric Power Available NOW for Your Year-Round Living.

You are taking the initial step in finding a
lot on Lake Eufaula. Total Electric Power is already on the job throughout the lake area. Electricity to serve any purpose—from moving a Security Night Light to a Gold Medal Iron Home— is already available.